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Abstract. Past research in task modeling suggests the need to introduce objects 
when using task models for the design of interactive applications. Objects are 
however rarely included in the task model notations and formalisms. Further-
more, when part of the formalism, their definition is usually informal; and the 
supporting tool does not generally take them into account for simulation. K-
MADe is the first tool that fully uses objects for condition evaluations during 
task model simulation. This paper presents an evaluation investigating the usage 
of formal objects with K-MADe. The results show that whilst object concepts 
seem to be essential in the task model process, their usage and manipulation is 
not easy.  
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1   Introduction 

Designing interactive applications requires a good knowledge of what the users need. 
One method to gather users requirements is to build task models [1, 2]. Every  
task model formalism contains different elements to express the user activity such as 
task categories, scheduling operators and elementary attributes [3]. Many research on 
task model formalisms pointed out object definition as part of the essential elements 
in task modeling [4, 5], especially when task models are used to produce interfaces. 
This work concerns the analysis of the situation [6], the design of interfaces adapted 
to the context of use [7], or the generation of interfaces from task models [8]. None-
theless, very few models actually include objects in their formalisms. 

One interest of using a task model editor is the ability it offers to validate task 
scheduling along with the user. In order to facilitate this validation, task model editors 
contain simulation tools. To reach this aim, objects must be dealt with.  

This paper presents an evaluation of the definition and use of task model objects. 
In order to perform this study, we used K-MADe as a tool support (the corresponding 
tool of the K-MAD formalism [9]). This tool has been chosen for two main reasons: 
first the object definition is formal (important aspect to validate task models) and  
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second, it is currently under development thus, the results of this evaluation will be 
used to improve the tool usability and usage. The first two parts of this paper present 
the objects used in task models, particularly in the K-MAD formalism and in its asso-
ciating tool K-MADe. The following parts describe the various steps of the evalua-
tion; going through the goal, participants, procedure, equipment, collected data and, at 
last, a critical analysis. 

2   Objects in Task Models 

Task analysis is essential to design interactive applications [10]. In order to facilitate 
the task analysis process, task models were developed. Due to the wide diversity of 
task model formalisms and notations, a comparison of the different systems [2] and 
their components was conducted [1]. This second comparative study highlights the 
presence of objects in the majority of formalisms to introduce domain models using 
references, or to embody them in task models. In this paper, we focus our study on 
task model formalisms that embodied objects. 

As stated by Limbourg [1]: “A tool clearly facilitates the task modeling activity, 
hiding the model notation from the analyst and helping him or her capture it.” p137. 
Moreover our evaluation necessitates the use of a tool. Thus, we looked at the use of 
objects in task model tools. Five task model formalisms (and their associated tool) 
correspond to these two criteria: CTT [11] (CTTE), Diane+ [12] (TAMOT), GTA [4] 
(EUTERPE), MAD* [13, 14] (IMAD) and K-MAD [15] (K-MADe). We will briefly 
present the use of objects in the tools before comparing them. Then, we describe in 
further details the use of objects, before comparing the tool we chose for our study,  
K-MADe. 

2.1   Formalismes Using Objects 

CTT (CTTE). CTTE objects [16] are a task property. They are characterized by: a 
name (string); a “class” among string, numeric, object, description or position; a type 
among perceivable (object presenting any information or allowing action of user) and 
application (intern in the system); an access mode (only reading or modification); a 
cardinality among low, median and high; and the platforms where the object is rep-
resented. To our knowledge, no documentation describes in details the concepts of 
class and cardinality. According to our use of the tool CTTE, we associate the need of 
the cardinality characteristic with the generation of interfaces [8] based on CTT dia-
grams. However, the CTTE simulation tool does not take into account objects and we 
only found some documentation relating to the use of objects for interface generation.  

Diane+ (TAMOT1). The task model Diane+ integrates objects, named data, and uses 
them to define conditions. However, in the associated tool: TAMOT, the only edit-
able condition is the pre-condition, expressed in the form of a string. 

GTA (EUTERPE). In EUTERPE, objects are first class components. They are char-
acterized by a name (string); a list of attributes (each attribute is composed of a 
                                                           
1 http://www.ict.csiro.au/staff/Cecile.Paris/IIT-Track-Record-Past-Projects/Projects/Isolde/ 

Tamot/Index.htm 
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name (string) and a value (string)); and a list of users (the users who can manipulate 
the object). The users are defined as labeled agent. Relations can be defined between 
agents and objects (owner, create, destroy, use/inspect, change). An agent is defined 
by a name (string); a type (individual, organization or computer system); and a role 
(a set of tasks performed by an agent). Moreover, EUTERPE allows the definition of 
events. These are composed of a name (string) and the set of tasks they are linked 
with (task set).  

MAD* (IMAD). Two types of object are present in MAD*. They correspond to the 
object-oriented notions of class (abstract objects) and instance (concrete objects). 
Each object is composed of a name (string), a number (the ergonomic number corre-
sponding to its place in the task tree (integer)), a list of attributes. The abstract object 
attributes are characterized by a name (string) and a type (string, boolean, integer) 
and concrete object attributes by a name (string) and a value. Some characteristics 
are addressed to abstract objects as a meta-class (generalizing link); a sub-class (spe-
cializing link); a condition of instance numbering (restriction to one instance). How-
ever, in IMAD the two types of objects are not differentiated. The user cannot give a 
value to IMAD object attributes. 

K-MAD (K-MADe). K-MAD allows the definition of entities that characterize the 
environment of the user. These entities either represent what s/he handles or what 
influences the course of his/her activity. The various types of these entities are: users 
(set of users implicated in the activity); events (set of events that can be triggered or 
caused by the activity); objects (set of concepts handled by the user). 

As for MAD*, objects can be abstract or concrete. Whilst abstract objects are com-
posed of the characteristics of the objects that are manipulated by users in real world, 
concrete objects are instances of abstract objects. Each object possesses attributes: 
abstract attributes (belonging to abstract objects) are their characteristics. Concrete 
attributes, belonging to concrete objects, aim at associating a value to each character-
istic defined by an abstract attribute. These objects are used to define pre-conditions, 
post-conditions and iteration conditions. K-MAD includes groups of concrete objects, 
in addition to the definition of the users and the involved events.  

In this paper, we present an evaluation of the use of all these elements referred by 
the term “entities”. 

2.2   Comparison of Objects in Tools 

Table 1 synthesizes the different paradigms used in the five task model tools. Only 
two of them define the notions of events and users; EUTERPE and K-MADe. In these 
two tools, they are associated with the tasks. 

With the exception of TAMOT (which does not contain data of the model Diane+), 
all the tools contain the concept of objects and they can be split in two categories. 
First, the tools considering objects as task attributes (as CTTE), and then the tools 
considering objects as first class component of the formalism (as EUTERPE, IMAD 
and K-MADe).  

Moreover, in CTTE, a particular object attributes is its cardinality. It is used to help 
designer define the interactive element presenting this object. In addition, perceivable 
objects may be a table or a window… thus this tool associates interactive objects to  
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Table 1. Comparison of concepts in task model tools 

Tool Events Users Objects Conditions 
CTTE   Object pre-condition (String) 
TAMOT    pre-condition (String) 
EUTERPE Event Agent Object pre-condition (String) 

post-condition(String) 
IMAD   Class pre-condition (String) 

post-condition(String) 
K-MADe Event Users Abstract Object 

Concrete Object 
pre-condition (Formal Expression) 
post-condition (Formal Expression) 

tasks. The introduction of these elements (cardinalities and perceivable objects) in 
task model formalism illustrates the link between objects and interface presentation. 

This definition is close to a system point of view, whereas in all others tools, object 
concepts aim to be closer with to ergonomic point of view. Whilst objects defined in 
CTTE are concrete (a value is associated to the object since its definition), IMAD 
does not allow giving a value to object attributes, staying in an abstract level of defi-
nition. This level of definition freezes the manipulation of task model objects.   

All the formalisms include pre-conditions associated to the tasks. Their validations 
are mandatory for the execution of the tasks. Then, to allow the validation of task 
models by the user and thus, the verification the task scheduling (using simulation), 
these conditions need to be computed. In order to compute them, definitions of ob-
jects and conditions have to be formal. Among all the tools, whilst K-MADe allows 
these formal definitions, all others define conditions using non-computing string.  

Due to this possibility of computation of expressions (for instance during the simu-
lation of task models) using these objects, the degree of K-MADe object definition is 
limited (i.e. object is composed of predefined types) while objects in EUTERPE may 
be composed of other objects.  

After observing two types of object definition in task model formalisms, we can 
define three groups of tools according to the type of object definitions. Firstly, a 
group of tools with a low level of formal definition (i.e. containing definitions allow-
ing no verification (as IMAD, TAMOT and CTTE)). Secondly, the medium group, 
containing EUTERPE, that does not contain formal objects but defines formal rela-
tionships between them and tasks. Last, the more formal tool, K-MADe allows formal 
definition of objects and conditions, which allows using objects during simulation. As 
we stated in the introduction, this possibility seems essential for our purpose. 

3   Presentation of the Tool K-MADe 

K-MADe (K-MAD environment) [9, 15] has been developed to model, manipulate, 
and evaluate the K-MAD formalism. It implements the different characteristics of the 
K-MAD model. We used it to perform our evaluation of the usage of objects in task 
models. In section 3.1, we give a general presentation of K-MADe. Section 3.2 out-
lines the specificities to use objects in the tool. 
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3.1   General Presentation 

The K-MADe tool is targeted towards people wishing to describe, analyze, and for-
malize activities of human operators or users. It allows the creation of task models 
concerning non-computerized or computerized experiments, real-world or simulated 
situation, on the field or in laboratory. Whilst all kinds of profiles are possible, this 
environment is particularly intended for ergonomists and HCI specialists. Due to the 
wide range of user’s background and skills, the tool allows different levels of descrip-
tion, from simple graphics to detailed mathematical expressions using the following 
available tools: 

- A graphic editor of the K-MAD task model. It uses direct manipulation techniques 
to build, handle and cancel tasks (label 1 in Figure 1). 

- Editors of task characteristics (see the list above). Label 2 in Figure 1 indicates 
one of the three representations it provides. 

- An editor of abstract objects, users, events and concrete objects. Objects can be 
added, modified and removed. The editing and removal of objects implies the 
modification of all associated objects. Sheets (label 3 in the Figure 1) allow to ac-
cess these object definition editors.  

- An editor of expressions for pre-conditions, post-conditions and iterations. The 
tool is able to check the grammar of expressions, and to evaluate them. 

- A simulator that allows animating task models. 
- Tools for analysis of task models (statistical, coherence, queries…). 
- A tool for printing task trees and task characteristics.  

1

2

3

 

Fig. 1. The main window of K-MADe tool 

3.2   Objects in K-MADe 

Several K-MADe components are dedicated to the different entities we previously 
mentioned. We classify them into two groups; components for editing and compo-
nents for usage. 
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Entity edition. Each K-MAD entity is defined using different windows. Editing 
events and users is equivalent to textually label them and eventually to add a 
description to them. Contrary to these basic and informal definitions, editing objects 
is more detailed. Two different windows allow the definition of the two object types; 
one for abstract objects and one for the concrete ones. The Figure 2 presents the 
window for editing abstract objects. Types of object attributes (label 1 in Figure 2) are 
defined among usual programming types (boolean, string, integer). Moreover, 
concrete objects are accessible only through groups of abstract objects, thus in the 
abstract object editor, groups are editable (label 2 in Figure 2). 

 

 

Fig. 2. The K-MADe abstract object editor 

The Figure 3 from [15] shows relationships between abstract objects, concrete ob-
jects and groups. 

 

Fig. 3. Relationships between abstract objects, concrete objects and groups 

Object usage. K-MADe entities are used to characterize task events (triggered and 
generated), conditions (pre, post and iteration) and authorized users. The designer 
chooses from the set of defined ones to associate users and events with task.  
Conditions (using objects) are edited using the calculator based on B semantics [17]. 
A special kind of calculator is dedicated to each condition type. Figure 4 shows the 
calculator for the pre-condition edition. Once edited the conditions can be used to 
help simulate and consequently validate task models.  

2

1
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Fig. 4. Pre condition editor calculator 

4   Goal of the Study 

The study presented in this paper aims to evaluate the use of entities (objects, events 
and users) in modeling the users’ activities. Whilst K-MADe is addressed to users 
with different skills (computer scientists, ergonomics…), the participants to our study 
are students in HCI. The target of our evaluation is using task models for application 
design. K-MAD task model formalism was developed to present the different steps of 
the task analysis, staying in the task analyst point of view. Thus, the entities are not 
described using developer vocabulary. For example, the term “class” is not used to 
identify the abstract object concept. In order to better understand why entities are/can 
be used, we focus on two aspects: the role they play for users and what consequences 
their use have on task models. Following these aspects, we separated our study into 
two evaluations. 

The first evaluation aimed at defining schemas of modeling processes focusing on 
the processes where entities are edited and used. In the second evaluation, we investi-
gated the difficulties related to these concepts: the understanding of the tool, and the 
definition of models using K-MADe. 

5   Participants 

All participants were students in their fourth year of French university. There were 
split into two groups, each participant performing only one of the two evaluations. 
The first group was composed of 48 bio-informatics students, and the second one of 
20 computer science students (studying computer science since their first year of uni-
versity). Only one computer science student (participant in the second evaluation ses-
sion) is not French speaker. However, they all attended the same HCI course. This 
course focuses on user-centred design and where task modeling is presented. The K-
MAD formalism was explained in details in the lecture (approximately 4 hours) and 
students practiced task modeling using K-MADe before the evaluation (approxi-
mately 6 hours, performing some task models checked by tutors). Then, even if they 
are not modeling experts they were more trained to use a task model notation than 
ergonomic task model experts [18]. 

The second part of this course was focused on evaluation (basic concepts of 
evaluation and main methods used in evaluation [19]). As students play the role of 
evaluators, the protocol applied in this survey is used as an example in order to  

1

2
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facilitate their future evaluation workload. However, as this study was their first prac-
tical evaluation, their participation was limited to the observation and its annotation. 
Moreover, their notes were completed with other data. 

6   Evaluation Method 

In order to perform this evaluation, we used a widely used evaluation technique [19]: 
real-time expert observation of subjects using the tool. In this part, we will present the 
experimental procedure, the directives that were given to the participants, and finally, 
the method used to complete the expert’s evaluation. 

6.1   General Organization 

The two evaluations were performed with a gap of one month between the first and 
last evaluation. Each evaluation followed the same process. All students were paired. 
During the first session, one student acted as task model designer (using K-MADe, 
labeled user), while the second acted as the expert (named observer). They reversed 
roles during the second session. Each session lasted one hour and a half with a fifteen 
minutes break between sessions. The activity to model was the same for all students 
and it was introduced in French at the beginning of the sessions. 

6.2   User Work 

The user had to model the activity of completing a volley-ball game marking sheet. 
Instructions for this activity were given at the beginning of sessions. They were com-
posed of the official instructions of the French Federation of Volley-Ball (FFVB) and 
two examples of marking sheets (completed and non-completed ones). K-MADe was 
used to model the tasks to perform. 

6.3   Observer Work 

During modeling, observers insured that their user verbally described their modeling 
process, and annotated what they observed concerning the use of the tool by the user 
(hesitations, exploration in several parts of the software without actions and so on.). 
In order to help observers in their evaluation, we gave them observation sheets (illus-
trated in Table 2). These sheets were mainly composed of a three columns table corre-
sponding to the three types of information recorded for each observation:  

- The type of the observation among a set of defined categories (user goal (G), tool 
functionalities (F), functionality utilization (FU) and information (I)).  

- The observation in textual form. 
- The time of observation. 

6.4   User-Logs and Questionnaires 

In order to complete the observers’ notes and the task model performed, we used two 
others types of data. 
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Table 2. Observation sheet example  

Type Observation Temps 
FU The principal window is not accessible 

(“simulation” is noted on but the simulation 
window  is not accessible too). 
=> launch again K-MADe 

14h32 

G looking for the object definition 14h34 
14h37 

F user does not understand the signification of 
the button with shell-hole 

14h40 

 

User-Logs. To complete the observations realized during the evaluation, the users in 
the first evaluation used a version of K-MADe with sneaks. These ones allowed keep-
ing track of user’s actions using timestamps and produced a text-file (the user-log). 
Particularly, this log indicates when the user enters and exits each K-MADe tool (task 
space, abstract objects, condition editions (pre, post and iteration)…). Figure 5 shows 
an example of information in this file. 

 

Fig. 5. Illustration of data recorded in the user-log 

Questionnaires. Participants were asked to complete a questionnaire in French about 
the use of objects in the second session of the evaluation. This questionnaire was 
composed of five questions on definitions, object deletions and conditions. 

7   Data 

As each of the two evaluations tried to reach different goals, we did not collect the 
same data for both experiments. In this section, we present the results of each study. 
Table 3 resumes the data gathered according to the session and the evaluation goal. 

7.1   Collected Data 

First evaluation. The first evaluation session aimed at analyzing the task modeling 
process, particularly when the K-MAD entities are defined and manipulated. In order 
to obtain this information, we used user-logs and notes from the observers. These two 
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types of information allow the collection of two complementary data. While the ob-
server is focused on the user usage, what her/his goals are and how s/he conceptually 
model, the user-logs give information on how the K-MADe components are used. 
Using timestamps on both data, we can determine how users use K-MADe tool  
components. 

Moreover, we requested of each student to exploit their notes and the user-log to 
write an evaluation report. It includes the modeling process of the observed people, 
his/her use and usage of the tool, and an analysis of the resulting model. Whilst the 
produced documents were then readable and quite organized, models, observer notes 
and user-logs were also collected for analysis. 

This first evaluation session helped to determine when K-MADe entities were used 
in the general modeling process. However we did not collect any precise information 
about their usage, the second session aims to answer this question. 

Second evaluation. As for the first evaluation, the user’s behavior was reported in the 
observer notes and a document was written to report clearly their observations. How-
ever, user-logs do not gather information about entity usage thus we did not use them 
for this session. In order to analyze K-MADe entity usage, we considered two types 
of data: the models and the questionnaires. Verification of entities in the resulting 
models indicates the degree of understanding of the object concept. Questionnaire 
analysis (associated with the student report analysis) aims to inform us on the difficul-
ties and the needs of using objects. 

Table 3. Data gathered and its goal 

Session Data Goal 
1 - user-log 

- observer-student notes 
- student exploitation document 
- model 

user activity when modeling 
student-user comportment 
writing report of the notes 
verification of student analysis 

2 - observer-student notes 
- student exploitation document 
- model 
- questionnaire 

student-user comportment 
redaction of their notes 
validation of object definition and usages 
object concepts 

7.2   Selection of Data 

During the first evaluation we collected one folder per user. It included the observer 
notes, the user-log, the observer exploitation document and the task model. This study 
aimed at gaining some understanding on the modeling process. The data used to de-
duce users modeling process was mainly taken from user-logs. This file was auto-
matically generated without any technical problem. However, we did not want to use 
these user-logs without taking into account the context (reproduced in the observer-
student notes and exploitation document). Two of the folders were not complete and 
therefore were not included into the analysis. We ended up considering 46 out of the 
48 folders in our analysis.  

The data used for the second evaluation included all the information in the folders, 
we could therefore only consider the fully-completed folders. However whilst for the 
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first analysis the observer notes, the student exploitation document and the task mod-
els were only used to help us give a context to the user-log data, for the second one 
they were essential. During this evaluation process, we observed that the only non-
French speaker student could not understand all the directives (this observation was 
confirmed when he ought to complete the questionnaire). He was therefore not con-
sidered in the analysis. The second part of our evaluation is based on 19 complete 
folders. 

8   Object Definition and Use in Task Modeling Process 

Prior to identify the intervention of objects in the task modeling process, we observe 
that some students did not define objects. Indeed, 26% of users (12/46) of the first 
session evaluation did not try to define (or use) any K-MAD object. However, we 
cannot precisely identify why. Two reasons may explain the absence of these ele-
ments in task model process: the limited duration of the experiment, or the non-
assimilation of object concepts. Student notes and reports did not allow us to identify 
the main reason. Six participants indicated that the sessions were not long enough but 
others (6/12) did not give any relevant information on the subject.  

From the 34 remaining folders, we identify three main schemas followed by user to 
perform task models. The most used ones (43,75%) are divided into two steps. Firstly, 
the user composes the task tree (decomposes tasks). Secondly, s/he iteratively edits 
entities and associates them with tasks. Steps of the second most used schema (28%) 
are sequential. The user performs the task decomposition prior to define all entities, 
and then associate them with the tasks (using conditions). Moreover, an incomplete 
process (followed by 22% of user-students) is composed by the first two steps of the 
second schema. The last schema is the iteration of the second one. The Figure 6 re-
sumes the fist and the second schemas. 

These observations give us some understanding on the place objects have in the 
task modeling process. As an example, the concurrent definition of objects and task 
tree composition indicates that the user associates objects and tasks. On the contrary, 
when the definition and the use of objects are separated with the task tree composi-
tion, we can deduce that the user defines objects only to use them on conditions. 
Therefore, objects bear the role of associating properties and tasks for some users. 

 

 
 

Fig. 6. Schemas of student task modeling process 

From the data gathered in both evaluation sessions, we want to identify what are 
the elements used during the task modeling process. Table 4 shows how many  

task tree composition; 
While (time is not finished) 
{ 
   edit objects; 
   define properties using 
them; 
} 

task tree composition; 
edit objects; 
define properties using 
them; 
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students define each task model component. According to these results, few users 
integrated the concepts of events (20% in the first evaluation and 26% in the second) 
and users (20% and 10,5%) in the task modeling process. On the contrary, the major 
part of the first evaluation users and all user-students of the second defined the objects 
(abstract and concrete objects) to model the activity. 

Table 4. Users defining each of K-MADe elements 

 Event User Abstract 
Object 

Concrete 
Object 

Group Pre Post Iteration 

1 20% 20% 74% 60% 74% 40% 40% 20% 
2 26% 10,5% 100% 100% 100% 84% 89,5% 84% 

The definition of event and user objects is textual. Associating them with tasks is 
easy using selection among the defined elements. On the contrary, the abstract and 
concrete objects are composed of several concepts. Thus, the difference of the use 
between these two types of concepts (composed and non-composed ones) cannot be 
explained by the level of difficulties of the definition. 

However, Table 4 indicates also the proportion of users using pre, post and itera-
tion conditions. In the first evaluation session, these three types of object manipula-
tion were widely used in the task modeling process (84% defined at least one  
pre-condition, 89,5% defined at least one post-condition and 84% defined at least one 
iteration condition). Prior to edit these conditions, the user needs to define the objects 
(abstract objects, concrete objects and groups). Then, the objects may be defined only 
to allow the definition of conditions. Therefore, users did not conceived objects as a 
part of tasks but as a way to define conditions. 

From these numbers, we observe that for the majority of students, it is natural to 
define objects in order to complete the semantics of scheduling operators. As an ex-
ample, a volley-ball game ends when one team wins at least 3 sets, no matter of the 
score of the other team. This condition for the end of a game cannot be expressed us-
ing only scheduling operators. All students naturally defined it using objects and  
conditions. 

The study of the proportion of definition of K-MADe concepts of the two sessions 
shows a difference between the two groups. In the first evaluation, 26% of users do 
not use any entity. All participants followed the same lecture then, the explication of 
this gap cannot be found in this teaching. However, these groups do not have the same 
background. Numbers shown in Table 4, clearly indicate that formal object definitions 
are easier to be used for computer scientist students. 

9   Object Usages 

Students use K-MADe in order to define and use entities in task modeling process. 
Our evaluation aims to understand conceptual and procedural usages of objects. All 
analysis presented in this part are based on the data gathered in the second evaluation. 
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9.1   Conceptual Usages 

Even if second evaluation students integrated entities in task modeling and used them 
(in pre, post and iteration conditions), 58% of them noticed that some of these con-
cepts were not understood. These difficulties did not affect the concepts of events and 
users, used less (26% use events and 10,5% use users) but that were easy to use. 

On the contrary, concepts of abstract objects, concrete objects and groups repre-
sented respectively 72%, 64% and 27% of difficulties of understanding. Likewise, the 
use of conditions was not understood by 10,5% of users. 87,5% of users that did not 
understand the concept of abstract objects (resp. concrete objects), did not also under-
stand the concept of concrete objects either (resp. abstract objects).  

The definitions of these two types of objects are very closed, thus the difficulty of 
using objects seems to be the link between them. This analysis is supported by an-
other observation. Whilst all students indicate that they wanted to edit and use objects, 
one of them could not describe his definition of objects (abstract, concrete objects  
and groups). 

As we said before, in K-MADe, the manipulation of the concrete objects necessi-
tates the use of groups (label 2 in Figure 2). The role played by the group concept 
represents a difficulty of conceptual understanding for 67% of users of the second 
evaluation (we did not collect the point of view of the participants of the first evalua-
tion). Firstly, they indicate that they do not understand why the groups are required 
for the definition of concrete objects showing the non-understanding of the relation-
ship between concrete objects and groups (shown in Figure 3). Secondly, K-MAD 
does not allow the definition of the number of elements in groups. Then, the users 
regret the need to define a group to use only one concrete object. 

9.2   K-MADe Object Usages 

Our evaluation highlights difficulties from the use of K-MADe to manipulate con-
cepts. Some of users need to edit the K-MAD concepts in several steps. Therefore, 
42% of users indicated the need to edit again at least one abstract object and 37% at 
least one concrete object. Concerning the definition of groups, the proportion is more 
important because nearly one student out of two (47%) did not define every group at 
the first attempt. 

We did not gather any information about the modifications done during the edition 
of objects. However, 42% of users indicated that they wanted to delete at least one 
abstract object, 63% at least one concrete object, and 47% at least one group. These 
needs seem to indicate that modifications are important on objects. Moreover, they 
confirm the conceptual understanding difficulties shown preliminarily. 

K-MAD (abstract and object) objects are composed of attributes. K-MADe allows 
to define them with a name and to associate a type of value (or the value for concrete 
object). The available types of value (label 1 in Figure 2) respectively are boolean, 
integer and string. These types are used by 58%, 89,5% and 42% of users. The variety 
of available types are widely used, as only one 37% of users used a unique attribute 
type to define objects (string or integer).  

As users are computer scientists, they are familiar with attribute types. Therefore, 
they do not find difficulties in understanding and using type attributes. Due to their 
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background, they feel necessary to define other types of attributes such as date, hour 
or defined objects. Moreover, they indicated the non-understanding of the need of 
groups to define the concrete objects (58%). 

Naming attributes, objects and groups requires the respect of a particular syntax 
without stresses, underscores and spaces. However, the tool does not indicate these 
syntactic rules and automatically changes spaces in the names (when the users put 
them). As these modifications are done automatically (without either any intervention 
of the users nor any indication), the consequent errors during the condition computa-
tions were not understood by the users. 30% of the users indicate they showed this 
error type during the modeling process. 

Then, the last observation concerns the manipulation of objects via calculators. To 
allow the manipulation of objects and the combination of them, there are operators 
(label 1 in Figure 4) and defined functions (label 2 in Figure 4). The use of this sec-
ond type of elements induced some problems. In the tool, there are not any explica-
tions either about the sense of the functions, nor to precise what are the order and the 
type of parameters 

10   Conclusion and Future Works 

In this paper, we presented an evaluation of the use of the object concept using a task 
model tool; K-MADe. The data gathered during the evaluation supports the theoreti-
cal idea that objects are part of task models. In order to formally express conditions 
(and complete the scheduling of the task decomposition), the introduction of objects 
in the modeling process appears intuitive for the participants of our evaluation. How-
ever whilst the necessity of the definition of these task entities does not cause any 
conceptual difficulty for participants, using them is more difficult.  

Users indicated some lacks in the tool that influence their task model process: for 
example, the limitation of object attribute types (no date or hour format) or the impos-
sibility to define an object composed of others (as EUTERPE proposes). 

In addition, we observe two major difficulties in the usage of task model objects. 
Firstly, some of them, the events and the users, are not used and then, do not seem to 
be understood by users. In the lecture these concepts were presented along with the 
others thus the lack of usage seems due to the concepts themselves, either to their 
presentation in the tool or to their definition. No evaluation data allows to precise this 
fact. Secondly, defining formal conditions using objects is not user-intuitive. Reasons 
of this difficulty may be the use of the calculator (non-intuitive) or the representation 
of objects (that need to be naturally manipulated). In order to improve this usage, we 
need to modify the calculator and presentation of objects.  

However, the participant’s skills in computer science do not allow us to generalize 
our observations to all users. Moreover, as we shown before, a minor difference of 
skills considerably modifies the usage of objects (see Table 4). In order to gain a 
broader point of view, the same type of evaluations with other background partici-
pants has to be performed.  

Last, this evaluation aimed at understanding the usage of objects on task modeling 
process. However in K-MADe, objects are taken into account in the simulator tool 
then, a research plan of experimental studies will be performed investigating the role 
of objects in the task model validation step. 
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